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There is competent analysis on the Internet of acoustic evidence indicating more than one
shooter involved in the attempt on Trump’s life. Obviously, what is needed is a credible,
brave,  credentialed  acoustic  expert  to  analyze  the  acoustic  evidence.  This  should  be
arranged by committees of the US Congress, such as the committees headed by Jim Jordan
and James Comer. It is completely clear that neither the FBI, which has been trying to
destroy Trump and his supporters for eight years, nor the Secret Service or Homeland
Security can be trusted with the investigation. These agencies have zero credibility.

The  challenge  for  the  committees  of  Rep  Jordan  and  Rep  Comer  is  to  find  an  expert  who
does not hate Trump, who does not earn his living doing police work, and who is brave and
solid  enough to  withstand the denunciation that  will  be his  if  he finds more shooters  than
Crooks.

Are the Republicans up to their responsibility, or are the Republicans content with Kimberly
Cheatle’s resignation and the exposure of the Biden regime’s DEI personnel policy? Are
Republicans afraid of hurting America’s reputation by possibly revealing a state plot against
a presidential candidate?

America cannot survive another assassination or another 9/11 swept under the rug. This
time there must be a real  investigation,  not  another coverup left  in the hands of  the
executive branch. Any investigation by the FBI, Homeland Security, the Secret Service is
worthless. These are not agencies capable of speaking truth.

A real investigation is urgent. The official narrative is being formed. The attempt on Trump’s
life is going to be blamed on “operational failure” resulting from DEI and an inadequately
budgeted Secret Service, and the assassination attempt will disappear into performance and
budgetary issues.

If  there was a deep state assassination attempt and all  evidence is  not  professionally
examined,  the deep state  will  have again  succeeded and will  continue on its  path of
frustrating the will of the American people.
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